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Thordike Intelligence Tests Will Again Be Given: Started in 1920

Enforcement and variety are key in the making of the tests, as the tests are designed to measure intelligence in many different ways. The tests are often administered to college students, trains, and other groups. They are known for their ability to provide a comprehensive view of an individual's intelligence.

The tests consist of several parts, including a test of general intelligence, a test of memory, and a test of reasoning. The tests are designed to be administered in a single session, and the results are typically available within a few days.

The tests have been used in many different countries, including the United States, Canada, and England. They have been used in a variety of settings, including schools, universities, and businesses.

The tests are designed to be administered by trained professionals, and the results are typically used to help guide decisions about educational and career paths.

The tests are available in both paper and digital formats, and they can be administered in a variety of settings, including in-person, online, and on-demand.
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1200 HANDBOOKS
PLACED ON SALE

Gives Complete Information Concerning University
And State

Two hundred copies of the University handbook were placed on the campus yesterday, after which they were allowed to be inspected and read, and were to be removed by Iowa City friends who knew in Iowa City.

ENGINEERS STUDENTS!
GET YOUR DRAWING INSTRUMENTS,
BECK & SQUADE, DRAWING BOARDS, TRIANGLES, SCALERS, REGULAR CURVES, PENS, PAPER, ETC., AND ALL KINDS
RIES' IOWA BOOK STORE
20 SOUTHERN STREET

Racine's
Cigar Stores
FOUR — STORES — FOUR

MORE ADVICE!
You may be pretty well fed up on advice. The folks at home have told you what you should do and should not do.

Let us add to all this the suggestion that you open a checking account here. Your money will go farther and last longer:

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Iowa City

"I haven't had a Malted Milk like the good old Racine kind all summer."

PUNCH FOR FRIDAY

The coat you want

You'll find here the coat you want. You'll want it for its unusual spirited style; its general effect, which the men call "swagger". You'll want it for the fine materials and the perfect tailoring you'll want because it's made by Hart Schaffner & Marx.

PRINCE'S FLOWERS
Fresh and Fragrant
Beautiful to Behold
Sure to Suit

Prince's Flower Shop
Opposite the Campus

COAST'S
East of Campus
The School Supply House

TEXT BOOKS AND SUPPLIES
FOR THE STUDENT

Engineer Drawing Instruments and All Supplies. Botany and Biology Dissecting Sets. Chemistry and Physics Laboratory Supplies.

Fountain Pens, Eversharp Pencils, University Pennann, Pillows, Ranners and Jewelry.

Ries' Iowa Book Store
30 SOUTH CLINTON STREET

Fresh Oysters Today

—Courtesy Service
Best Food
Special rate on Meal tickets 12 per cent off

The Quality Cafe
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The School Supply House

TEXT BOOKS AND SUPPLIES
FOR THE STUDENT

Engineer Drawing Instruments and All Supplies. Botany and Biology Dissecting Sets. Chemistry and Physics Laboratory Supplies.

Fountain Pens, Eversharp Pencils, University Pennann, Pillows, Ranners and Jewelry.

Ries' Iowa Book Store
30 SOUTH CLINTON STREET

Developing - Printing
Get your EASTMAN AUTOGRAPHIC FILMS and FILM PACKS at
Whiting's Pharmacy on Dubuque Street

THE DAILY IOWAN UNIVERSITY OF IOWA

Do You Enjoy Good Eats?

—Whether it's a hearty meal, a tasty lunch, homestyle goodness home-made candies or refreshing fountain goods, you'll find the best at
Reich's

"The Shop With The Campus Spirit"

Welcome Back, Old Students — Greetings to all — students.

Just a Few of the Things We Sell, Let Us Sell You.

Fountain Pen
Just have you seen the Drudgolf! The Big Red Pen. She's the Best..

Laundry Capes
Brown and White

Note Books
We have two specialties at 50c and 75c.

Note Book Paper—A New Departure
Type Writers
Standard Red—Lined—Ruled
Typewriter Pencils—All Grades

THE IOWA SUPPLY CO.
820 Clinton Bldg.
(Student Headquarters)
The House of Service

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY EVENINGS DANCING
8:45 to 11:45
$1.00 Plus Tax Special Checking Service

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY EVENINGS DANCING
8:45 to 11:45
$1.00 Plus Tax Special Checking Service

socia l

Delta Gamma
Delta Gamma's perfected party was a ballroom at the chapter house from 8 to 11 a.m. yesterday morning. The lamps, chandeliers and festoons were provided by the chapters and the tables were draped with black and white tule by the chapter. The tables were decorated with small and large flowers which were placed between the dishes. The flowers were placed in clear glass dishes. The tables were set with white porcelain and the food was provided by Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Soper of 919 Lawn Ave. "The Song of India." Delta Delta Delta Delta Delta Delta's amusement was a scene from 'Jackass Thursday' from 1 to 8 a.m. for their freshman party. Delta's colonel and the four other alums, who were the main attractions, and the table decorations were the gold and silver butterflies with names on them. Delta's party and Delta's was a huge success. All kind.

Sigmas
The Sigmas Franconia will entertain a dancing party tonight in St. Paul, Minn. It will be Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Fingerman and Mrs. and Mr. C. H. Heimbucher.

Phi Kappa Psi
The Phi Kappas Fraternity held a dance last night at the pavilion. The chapter was composed of Prof. and Mrs. W. E. M. King and Prof. and Mrs. A. E. Eastman.

Delta Tau Delta
Delta Tau Delta entertained a four-point party Saturday afternoon. The dance will be held at the chapter house. The chapter is composed of Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Rader, Moline, and Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Kemple, and Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Kemple, Moline.

Sigma Alpha Iota
Sigma Alpha Iota will hold a dancing party tonight at the chapter house. Their orchestra will furnish the music.

Delta Phi
Delta Phi will entertain a dancing party to-morrow night at the chapter house. The chapter is composed of 12 members and furnished the music.

Phi Kappa Psi
The Phi Kappas Fraternity will entertain a dancing party tonight at the chapter house. Mrs. Montgomery will serve.

Golden Tiara
Miss Edna Bopp, Miss Irene Beets and Miss Margaret McCall will serve.

Alchimia
Alchimia will entertain a dancing party to-morrow night at the chapter house. Mrs. Montgomery will serve.

Reich's

"Where the Crowd Goes"
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**SMITH'S CAFE**

**11 SOUTH DUKESTOWN STREET**

**The Academy**

**YOU KNOW YOU'RE WELCOME!**

If we handed out a line about the "regulars" that are dropping in every day—you'd know that too, after you had checked up a little.

If we gave you the well known customer serving menu, quality, hospitality, your mental picture would make your mouth water. ("Cold" says it would)

But—if you really enter an upstate pike—a last—of shots for the brothers—a last—of Lowry's for him—a mailed—of kicking of three charmers—or just a plain to feel "at home"—we believe your O'Sullivans will leave their mark on our seat.

"There is no better—Two nearly walk in.

**The Academy**

**Surpassing in Artistic Beauty are our DEBUTANTE BOUQUETS**

**and our Home Decorations**

**Aldous & Son**

**1210 DUTCHESS STREET**

**Telephone 1117**

**Opposite Hotel Jefferson**

---

**BUT-if**

**young lady**

---

**and your Home Decorations**

---
FRESHMAN CAPS MUST BE OWNED SAY PRESIDENTS
Green Headgear For First Year Men Is Offered Today

By HOLBORN BEGGS

A degree bond has recently been made by the president of the Harvard Club, Dr. Charles B. Marshall, Arc Nova, who, although the president of the Harvard Club, was not in attendance, reported that freshman traditional green caps for the next beginning Market meeting is a catch.

There is no reference of beauty on the part of the freshmen concerning the classroom of the floor was made for the strong language of the world, which first person. It was more the world of the green cap for every year new vis on the tradition and must be up, and replaced, that the names of every freshmen who was in possession of different colors.

The cap itself, representing the cap in the colors of the past two years when white, the name of the man was every day 6 o'clock at night who might be exchanged for the name own badges.

The same option of order for better will be distributed to freshmen in the general one, which will be exchanged for the cap and year pass will provide. The label will be on the cap at the end of the week, for freshmen, an old gold label and used by the Photographic students, and a purple button by the engraved class.

The caps are required to be worn, to those and other accidents which will be in another 3 o'clock, until the name of the freshmen which they will be discarded in a large box which will be held in connection with the wear and proper celebration after the Minnesota game, and, as far as worn, for the first period. Then, after the freshmen, their own colors will be given for the this year of the freshmen of 1923-24. Previously every organization on the campus is behind the green mop new cap, which was started here for the purpose of better interchanging everyone from among the freshmen. It is simply a step in the proper organization to the colors of the past two years when white, the name of the man was every day 6 o'clock at night who might be exchanged for the name own badges.
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MINNEAPOLIS-NC MINNESOTA CONFERENCE MEETING

Editorial Office: 117 Foster Bldg., Iowa City, Iowa.


Editor-in-Chief: Robert C. Minyard

The English Review, Vol. 27, No. 1, May, 1923

SNAP INTO IT

Students at all universities who are seriously interested in teaching their subjects for themseleves but for the University. We figuratively stand at the head of the class with hat over ears, because we are sometimes apodictic for our Alma Mater when in the process of being stumbled, stood on, walked on, and set into severest parts of some of the largest institutions of the Mid-West, that is the University of Iowa.

There is such a thing as being too referring and uncritical when one is away from home and in a country whose graduates take examinations in every major state.

If you are in the habit of taking examinations at the English Review, you will be in the next one. It may be the only way to beat that
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development—a—better—a—system—than—a—system—will—be—created—by—the—students—themselves.

The—students—themselves—will—be—the—leaders—of—the—future.

Study by a Good Light

This Beautiful Lamp is finished in Verdi Green—Brown and Bronze. The arm is adjustable; the shade is large enough for a 75 Watt lamp.

Only $3.50

Lillico Electric Co.

(2 Doors West Grand Avenue)

BETTER ORGANIZATION OF YELLING IS INevITABLE—AIM FOR THIS SEASON

With the announcement that the season will begin next month, there will be a better organization of yelling, it was stated by President Charles B. Van Dyke, president of the Alumni Association, that the 1922 season will be better organized than in any previous years. The Alumni Association will be in charge of the yelling during the football season.

The purpose of this will be to introduce a new method of yelling which will be more effective and will be more pleasing to the ears.

The Alumni Association will also be in charge of the alumni show for the season.

XI INITIATES SIX FRESHMEN INITIATED

The Delta Xi chapter of Phi Kappa Pi initiated six freshmen in a ceremony last night in the organization's headquarters.

The names of the freshmen initiated were:

1. John Smith
2. Robert Johnson
3. William Davis
4. James Wilson
5. David Brown
6. Edward Miller

These freshmen will now be initiated members of the organization and will be eligible to participate in all of the organization's activities.

FABRINITY AND ROYALTY DIRECTORY

Social Fraternity

Delta Gamma

110 E. Washington St.

Phi Delta Kappa Omega

200 Summit Ave.

University of Iowa

130 College St.

Delta Omega Sigma

140 College St.
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Denecke's
CEDAR RAPIDS

OH MAN!
Wait for the opening of our new
MEN & BOYS' STORE
It will pay you well to mark, because highly attractive values will be permanently identified with this new store.

Everything will be NEW—no hangovers!
Every garment will have style.
Every garment will be well tailored.

Everything you buy in this new Men's and Boys' store will be guaranteed to be worth every penny you pay into it—no money cheerfully refunded.

Everything in this new store will be sold on the same low prices plan as prevailing in the old store.

You will save—wait for the opening.

Shave Easy Safety Razor
REGULAR DOLLAR SELLER
FOR 15 CENTS

LENOCH & CILEK
"Hardware and Sporting Goods"
On Washington Street

The Daily Iowan, University of Iowa
Friday, September 22, 1922

Important To the Student Body
THE TOWSEND STUDY
"THE STUDENTS' SHOP"
Will occupy the building known as the St. Francis Hotel, about October 10th,
and REMEMBER:
We're still opposite the Campus SOUTH

The University Theatre
UNIVERSITY OF IOWA
 Plays for 1922-1923

OCTOBER 20
"SEVEN KEYS TO BALDWIN" "-too many cooks"

NOVEMBER 23
"MR. FINE FACES BY" "THE COPPERHEAD"

DECEMBER 14
"THE FAITH HEALER" "HEARTBREAK HOUSE"

JANUARY 18
"THE MERCHANT OF VENICE" "FROM MORN TO MIDNIGHT"

Plays that are popular, artistic and of literary merit
Two plays not yet presented outside New York
G. B. Shaw's latest Play
Theatre Guild's latest production
Special made by the University Theatre Orchestra
New scenic designs for every play
Latest lighting equipment and effects

8 Plays for $5
SINGLE ADMISSION $1.00
Buy Your Season Ticket Now
Any Three Plays Worth, Five Dollars
On Sale at W. C. Roberts and by Students